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Abstract A structural model with three compositional

phases and two levels of hierarchical organization is pro-

posed for predicting Young’s modulus of porous bones with

microstructural variations and anisotropy based on their

geometric similarity to metal foams. It has been shown that

the proposed single model provides predictions of Young’s

modulus with high accuracy up to ±30% for cortical and

cancellous bones compared with measured data from the

literature. In addition, the conversion of the solid bone

shape from ‘‘Plate-like’’ to ‘‘Rod-like’’ at a porosity of 70%

or higher (BV/TV 30% or lower)—verified by observa-

tions—can be predicted using the proposed model.

1 Introduction

Bone is a heterogeneous and anisotropic material featuring

a multilevel hierarchical structure. Its fundamental function

is clearly mechanical. At the macroscopic level, bones can

have different structures depending on their respective

functions such as protecting internal organs, supporting the

body, working together with other components to generate

and transfer forces for movement, and helping sound

transduction for hearing [1]. Some bones are very dense and

some are very spongy. The pores of those bones are gen-

erally composed of blood, fat, water and/or some gases. The

concept of ‘‘porous bone’’ in this paper is intended to be

general and encompass all sorts of cortical and cancellous

bones consisting of identifiable pores and solid materials. At

the lower level of the hierarchy, the solid bone material is

a composite of organic phase including triple helix type I

collagen with some lipids and water and a dispersed inor-

ganic phase of staggered parallel platelet mineral parti-

cles. An understanding of the geometric structures and

mechanical properties of bones is important for diagnosis of

diseases and other problems affecting bones such as oste-

oporosis [1]. Young’s modulus of elasticity is a funda-

mental mechanical property of bone in terms of its stiffness.

Physically, Young’s modulus of a typical heterogeneous

material like bone depends on its component compositions

and microstructure [2]. The prediction of Young’s modulus

and other mechanical properties is of great significance due

to the complexity and high cost of accurate measurements.

For modelling Young’s modulus or other properties,

some fundamental structural models are often preferable

due to the ease of calculations and reliability of their

physical basis [2]. However, none of the fundamental

structural models, including the Parallel, Series, two forms

of Maxwell–Eucken (ME) [3], Effective Media Theory

(EMT) [4], or the recently proposed Co-Continuous (CC)

model [5], were able to accurately predict the apparent

properties of porous materials over the full range of

porosities [6, 7]. For porous bones, power-law equations are

widely used to fit measured data [8]. For other porous

materials, such as metal foams, a similar method is to use

empirical models which are generally obtained by modi-

fying these fundamental structural models by including

what is essentially a fitting parameter [9]. However, those

empirical models usually have limited applicability [7, 10].

An alternative is to perform rigorous numerical simulations

using finite difference or finite element methods such as

[11, 12] in order to describe the geometry of the structure

accurately; however, such models place heavy demands on

time and resources. Often the most attractive option is to use

simple algebraic models with a well-established physical
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basis due to their simplicity, low cost, and reasonable

accuracy, even when the microstructure is not known with

certainty [6, 7].

Moreover, one structural model generally applies for

only one specific structure. For many synthetic and natural

materials such as bones, however, the microstructure varies

considerably even at a specific porosity for the same sorts

of materials [8]. Therefore, it is important to quantify the

effect of the structural variations on the properties of the

specific bone. Figure 1a–c show the three common struc-

tures of porous bones which are characterised by different

solid bone shapes, that are ‘‘plate-like’’, ‘‘rod-like’’, or a

combination of these. Many observations such as [13–19]

have confirmed that the overall morphology of porous

bones is more ‘‘plate-like’’ at low porosities and more

‘‘rod-like’’ at high porosities, and the microstructure

alteration from ‘‘plate-like’’ to ‘‘rod-like’’ is likely to be

due to aging or disease [19, 20].

Furthermore, the structural variations and high structural

anisotropy of porous bones at several length scales lead to

the extreme mechanical anisotropy. The value difference of

Young’s modulus between different orientations is as large

as 10–20 folds [21]. In this paper, the focus is on modelling

Young’s modulus for porous bones with microstructure

variations and anisotropy.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Structural model

The following three-phase and two-level structure is pro-

posed for simplifying the hierarchical organization of all

sorts of porous bones:

(1) A porous bone is composed of solid bone materials

(solid phase) and pores (fluid phase);

(2) The solid phase is composed of an organic matrix phase

(collagen with lipids and water) and an inorganic

dispersed phase (mineral particles).

For the first level of structure, most porous bones have

plate-like, rod-like or combined structures, depending on

their porosities, as assessed in many observations [13–20].

To determine the two boundaries of such mixed structures,

one is related to the rod-like solid bone structure. By

comparing Fig. 1a with d, one can see that the rod-like

structure is very similar to the open cell metal foam.

Moreover, the open cell metal foam structure can be mod-

elled with reasonable accuracy by a Symmetric and Inter-

connected Skeleton Structure (SISS) as shown in Fig. 1g

according to the recent work by the author and his

coworkers [7]. The SISS is an ideal open cell structure with

a maximum scale of connectivity and symmetry between

the pores and solid phase [7]. Therefore, the SISS can be

regarded as a boundary structure of porous bones with

maximum connectivity and symmetry between the solid

bones and the pores.

The other boundary structure is related to the plate-like

solid bone structure as shown in Fig. 1c, which is very

similar to the closed cell metal foams as shown in Fig. 1f

[22]. It can be seen from Fig. 1c and f that interconnected

ellipsoidal pores exist between the plate-like solid bones.

Moreover, the structure can be simplified to have point-

contact ellipsoidal pores, that is the basic structure of the

three-point (3P) model [2], as shown in Fig. 1h. Even

though real trabecular bones never have absolutely closed

pores, the connectivity between their pores varies consid-

erably, being likely to be very low—for instance—for

some cortical bones. Therefore, it appears to be reasonable

that the point-contact pore structure represents a boundary

structure of porous bones with a minimum scale of con-

nectivity and symmetry between the pores and solid bones.

In addition, the plate-like and rod-like combined struc-

ture of porous bones is also similar to the semiopen cell

metal foams [23] as shown in Fig. 1b and e, respectively.

Therefore, the varied structure of porous bones can be

assumed to be a composite structure with different frac-

tions of SISS and 3P model structures based on the struc-

tural similarity between porous bones and metal foams.

This conjecture implies that the apparent Young’s modulus

of a porous bone (Ea) is bounded by the two model values

at a specific direction:

Ea ¼ ESISS; E3Pð Þ ð1Þ

To quantify the mechanical anisotropy, the structural

anisotropy needs to be defined. As shown in Fig. 1g and h,

the average side length ratios for the units at z and y

directions are defined by:

lz ¼
XN

i¼1

ci

ai
=N ð2Þ

ly ¼
XN

i¼1

bi

ai
=N ð3Þ

while a, b, c and N stand for the unit sizes at x, y and z

directions respectively and the number of the unit.

The structural anisotropy scale at z and y directions

relative to that at x direction is defined by:

dz ¼ ðlz � 1Þ � 100% ð4Þ
dy ¼ ðly � 1Þ � 100% ð5Þ

while x direction is taken as a reference so lx = 1.0 and

dx = 0.

For a three dimensional isotropic materials, dx = dy =

dz = 0.
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The isotropic SISS model has been described in detail in

[7]. With a similar method, the isotropic SISS model can be

extended to an anisotropic model. As the void phase has a

Young’s modulus far less than that of the solid bone phase,

the corresponding anisotropic SISS model equations at z, y,

and x directions are:

ESISS�z

EB�z
¼ e2

ð1þ dyÞ
ð6Þ

ESISS�y

EB�y
¼ e2

ð1þ dzÞ
ð7Þ

ESISS�x

EB�x
¼ e2

ð1þ dyÞð1þ dzÞ
ð8Þ

where ESISS-x, ESISS-y, and ESISS-z stand for the apparent

Young’s modulus of porous bones, EB-x, EB-y, and EB-z

stand for the Young’s modulus of solid bones at x, y, and z

directions respectively, and e stands for the average side

length of solid bones cross-section and can be obtained

from the following equation:

ð3þ dy þ dzÞe2 � 2e3 ¼ ð1þ dyÞð1þ dzÞBV=TV ð9Þ

For isotropic structure of SISS model, the equation at x,

y, or z direction is [7]:

ESISS

EB
¼ 0:5� cos

pþ arccos 1� 2BV=TVð Þ
3

� �� �2

ð10Þ

Fig. 1 Bones a with interconnected rod-like solid bones (BV/
TV = 8.5%), b with interconnected rod-like and plate-like combined

solid bones (BV/TV = 12%), and c with plate-like solid bones and

approximately ellipsoidal pores (BV/TV = 26%) [13]. Aluminium

foams d with open cells (porosity P = 92%, Duocel Al foam), e with

semiopen cells (P = 90%) [23] and f with closed cells (P = 75%) [22].

Model structures g with symmetric and interconnected skeleton

structure (SISS) [7] for open cell foams, and h with point-contact

ellipsoidal pores (i.e. 3P structure [2]) for closed cell foams. Solid bone

structure model i with platelet minerals aligned in collagen matrix [25]
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where BV/TV is the volume fraction of solid bone strut

within the porous bone.

Similarly, due to the Young’s modulus of pores (fluid

phase) far less than that of solid bones, the equation of the

3P model with ellipsoidal pores [2] is:

E3P

EB
¼ ðd � 1Þ BV=TVð Þ2

1þ ðd � 2ÞBV=TV
ð11Þ

where the dimension number d at a specific direction can

be accurately determined with the length ratios of three

axles of an ellipsoid [24]. For probate pores, specifically,

dx = dy = 0 and dz [ 0, the dimension number at x or y

direction can be approximated by [24]:

dx ¼ dy

¼ 2

ð1� p�2Þ�1 � 0:5p�2ð1� p�2Þ�1:5LN 1þð1�p�2Þ0:5

1�ð1�p�2Þ0:5

� �

p ¼ 1þ dzð Þ
ð12Þ

For oblate pores, dx = dy = 0 and dz \ 0, the dimension

number at x or y direction is approximated by [24]:

dx ¼ dy ¼
2ð1� p2Þ1:5

p cos�1ðpÞ � p2ð1� p2Þ0:5
p ¼ 1þ dzð Þ

ð13Þ

For any three-dimensional structure, the dimension

number at x, y and z directions has the relation:

d�1
x þ d�1

y þ d�1
z ¼ 1 ð14Þ

For any isotropic material, dx = dy = dz = 0, the

dimension number has the relation:

dx ¼ dy ¼ dz ¼ 3 ð15Þ

The apparent density of porous bone (qa) has the

following relation:

qa ¼ qBBV=TV þ qvP ð16Þ

The volume fractions of the solid phase (BV/TV) and

pores (the porosity P) have the relation:

BV=TV þ P ¼ 1 ð17Þ

For the second level of structure, the solid bone is

composed of an organic phase of collagen (as well as water

and lipids for fresh bones) and an inorganic phase of

staggered parallel platelet mineral particles, as shown in

Fig. 1i [25]. The revised model based on the ME model

applies for Young’s modulus [6]:

EB ¼
Eapavapa

d Eorg

d�1ð ÞEorgþEapa
þ Eorgvorg

vapa
d Eorg

d�1ð ÞEorgþEapa
þ vorg

ð18Þ

where Eapa, vapa and Eorg, vorg stand for the Young’s

modulus and volume fractions of apatite and organic phase

respectively, and the dimension number d is determined by

the plate aspect ratio (AR) [24]. When AR � 1, the

longitude (L) and azimuth (A) direction dimensions are:

dl ¼
ARl � ARa þ ARl þ ARa

ARa
ð19Þ

da ¼
ARl � ARa þ ARl þ ARa

ARl
ð20Þ

The corresponding dimension number at the radial (R)

direction can be obtained by:

dr ¼ 1� d�1
l � d�1

a

� ��1 ð21Þ

Bone solid phase is essentially anisotropic as shown in

Fig. 1i [25]. The calculations of Young’s modulus for the

anisotropy at the second level of structure can be conducted

using the different dimension numbers at longitude,

azimuth and radial directions separately.

Solid bone has the following density relation:

qB ¼ qapavapa þ qorgvorg ð22Þ

The volume fractions of the collagen and the apatite

particle have the relation:

vapa þ vorg ¼ 1 ð23Þ

The mineral (ash) ratio (MR, mass fraction of mineral to

the whole porous bone, g/g) or calcium ratio (CR, mass

fraction of calcium to the whole porous bone, g/g), and the

apparent mineral (ash) density (MD, g/cm3) or apparent

calcium density (CD, g/cm3), are often measured for

obtaining the composition of bones. The volume fraction of

mineral particles is obtained by:

vapa ¼
MR=qapa

MR=qapa þ ð1�MRÞ=qorg

ð24Þ

In addition, calcium has a mass fraction of about 40% in

the three sorts of apatite (39.8% for hydroxyapatite, 39.7%

for fluorapatite and 38.5% for chlorapatite), so the mineral

ratio MR can be obtained from the measured calcium

content CC:

MR ¼ CR=0:4 ð25Þ

MD and CD have the following relations:

MD ¼ MR � qa ð26Þ
CD ¼ CR � qa ð27Þ

With the proposed three-phase and two-level structure for

a porous bone, the two bounds on the Young’s modulus

can be determined specifically if the structural anisotropy

and any two of the following four composition parameters

of components are measured or provided in advance:
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(a) apparent density (qa), (b) mineral ratio (MR) or

calcium ratio (CR), (c) mineral density (MD) or calcium

density (CD), and (d) porosity (P) or solid bone volume

fraction (BV/TV).

2.2 Component properties and geometric parameters

For the modelling calculations, the following component

properties and structural parameters were selected:

(1) Density: Pure mineral/apatite qapa = 3.15 g/cm3 and

organic phase qorg = 1.41 g/cm3 from the literature

[26, 27]. The pores qv = 0 g/cm3.

(2) Young’s modulus: Pure mineral/apatite Eapa = 125 GPa,

organic phase Eorg = 1 GPa, and pores Ev = 0 GPa.

The measured Young’s modulus for the three sorts of

apatite ranges from 100 to 150 GPa according to the

literature [28–33], so an average value was used in this

work. The measured value of collagen fibrils differs in

magnitude up to four orders from 1 MPa to 25 GPa

depending on the test methods, test conditions (air

temperature and humidity) and the sample states

(hydrated or dehydrated) [27, 34–36]. Eorg = 1 GPa

corresponds to an average value of organic phase in

bones at a room air condition. For the pores, generally

composed of air for dry bones and some amount of

liquids for fresh bones, Young’s modulus is far less than

it is for solid bone, so Ev = 0 GPa appears to be a

reasonable choice.

(3) The aspect ratios of platelet mineral particles: ARl =

30 and ARa = 15. As reviewed [2] and observed [37]

recently, ARl = 30 and ARa = 15 look to be good

estimates for the average values of respect ratios for

mineral particles aligned in collagen fibrils. The

anisotropy of solid bones at the second level of structure

can be determined using these aspect ratios [24].

(4) The anisotropic scale at the first level of structure is not

available for most porous bones from the literature. In

this work, the predictions were conducted using

positive structural anisotropy at a unique direction z

while isotropic structures were assumed for the other

two directions x and y, that is dx = dy = 0, and dz [ 0.

This assumption appears to be reasonable because most

bones are mechanically loaded at a unique direction,

such as the primary axial direction.

2.3 Data sources

A large number of measured data on the Young’s modulus

of porous bones are available from the literature. However,

most publications present only one parameter, such as

apparent density in [38, 39]. As mentioned in Sect. 2.1, at

least two parameters for component compositions except

the anisotropy at the first level of structure are required for

defining the modulus of a specific porous bone using the

proposed three-phase and two-level structural model. In

this work, 90 data from porous bones of 20 species,

including both humans and animals, were collected from 8

publications [40–47]. Of the 90 data collected, 70 proximal

or distal-measured Young’s modulus ranges from 5 to

35 GPa with porosities from 3 to 40%, and 20 medial or

lateral-measured Young’s modulus ranges from 0.15 to

0.45 GPa with porosities from 40 to 80%.

Moreover, though only apparent density data were provided

in some data sources [38, 44], the common range of a com-

ponent parameter known for general bones, allows us to predict

the range of Young’s modulus using the proposed model.

In addition, there is no detail information available from

the 8 sources [40–47] about the anisotropy of the measured

bones at the first level of structure.

2.4 Modelling calculations

On the modelling calculations with two component

parameters provided, the first step is to determine the three

dimensional anisotropy at the first level of structure using

Eqs. 2–5. For predicting the Young’s modulus at proximal/

distal direction:

(1) Use Eqs. 22–27 to calculate the volume fractions of

apatite and organic phase, and then use Eq. 19 to

calculate dimension number dl and use Eq. 18 to

calculate the solid bone Young’s modulus at the

second level of structure EB-l;

(2) Use Eqs. 12 and 14 to calculate dz, and then use EB-l

to replace EB-z in Eq. 11 to calculate E3P-z;

(3) Use Eq. 9 to calculate e and then use EB-l to replace

EB-z in Eq. 6 to calculate ESISS-z.

Similarly, for predicting the Young’s modulus at lateral/

medial direction:

(1) Use Eqs. 22–27 first to calculate the volume fractions

of apatite and organic phase, and then use Eqs. 19–21

to calculate dimension number dr and use Eq. 18 to

calculate the solid bone Young’s modulus at the

second level of structure EB-r;

(2) Use Eq. 12 to calculate dx, and then use EB-r to

replace EB-x in Eq. 11 to calculate E3P-x;

(3) Use Eq. 9 to calculate e and then use EB-r to replace

EB-x in Eq. 8 to calculate ESISS-x.

3 Results

The proposed model incorporates two submodels, SISS and

3P at the first level of structure and one submodel at the
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second level of structure. The three-dimensional anisotropy

of porous bones at two levels of structure has been included

in the modelling calculations using submodel equations.

3.1 Effect of structural variations and anisotropy

Figure 2a and b show the effect of structural variations

between the SISS and 3P for isotropic structures at the first

level of structure (dx = dy = dz = 0). In order to under-

stand the effect of anisotropy at a unique direction,

Fig. 3a–d show the comparison between the SISS and 3P

models for the anisotropy at z direction dz ranging from 0 to

70% and isotropic structures assumed at x and y directions

(dx = dy = 0) at the first level of structure.

From Figs. 2a, b and 3a–d, one can see that the SISS

model value is greater than the 3P model value when the

porosity is greater than 70%, and the SISS model value is less

than the 3P model value when the porosity is less than 70%.

At a porosity of 30% (BV/TV = 70%), the difference

between the SISS model and the 3P model values attains

maximal value for porosity of less than 70% (BV/TV [
30%). When porosity is greater than 70% (BV/TV \ 30%),

the difference between the two models becomes increas-

ingly greater with an increase in porosity, as can be seen

much clearly in Fig. 2b expressed in a logarithmic coordi-

nate. This means that the effect of the solid bone shape on the

stiffness of bones is much more pronounced at a higher

porosity ([70%) than at an intermediate or lower porosity

(\70%).

As shown in Fig. 3a and b, with the increase in aniso-

tropic scale in the loading direction z, the 3P-SISS bounds

become narrower at z direction and wider at x or y direction

when BV/TV is greater than 30%; but when BV/TV is less

than 30%, the 3P-SISS bounds become wider at z direction

and narrower at x or y direction. Figure 3c and d show the

ratios of anisotropic to isotropic model values for different

anisotropy at the first level of structure.

3.2 Predictions compared with measured data

Figure 4a shows the measured data from the literature

compared with the predictions made using anisotropic

model at the second level of structure, and using isotropic

SISS and 3P models at the first level of structure. Figure 4b

shows the predictions made using anisotropic models at

both levels of structure (dz = 50%). From Fig. 4a and b, it

is found that the prediction accuracy has been improved

from ±50 to ±30% by including the anisotropy

(dz = 50%) at the first level of structure in the modelling.

For porous bones with only one component parameter

known, the proposed model can be used for predicting the

range of Young’s modulus using the general variation range

of another component parameter for common porous bones,

such as mineral ratio from 0.4 to 0.85. The predictions

shown in Fig. 5a and b are based on the maximum and

minimum values of Young’s modulus for the two levels of

structure with the anisotropy of dz = 50% and dx = dy = 0.

Figure 5a shows the predictions compared with the

proximal/distal-measured data for compact bones where 115

data points were read out from Fig. 3 of [43] with

the porosity from 20 to 80%, and 70 data points were from

[45–47] with MR from 0.45 to 0.80 and porosity from 3 to

40%.

Figure 5b shows the predictions and the measured data

for cancellous bones where the Young’s modulus was

measured in each of the 3 orthogonal directions of the cube

samples and totally 165 data points were read out from

Fig. 2 of [38] with the porosity from 40 to 96%. In addition,

20 data points of lateral/medial-measured Young’s modulus

with MR from 0.45 to 0.65 and porosity from 40 to 80%

from [40–44] were displayed in Fig. 5b for comparison.

From Fig. 5a and b, one can see that, the measured data

from multiple sources, except very few points, fall within

the ranges of the predictions.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Structural variations

Observations such as [13–20] have confirmed that, the

overall morphology of porous bones is more ‘‘rod-like’’ at

high porosities and more ‘‘plate-like’’ at relatively low

porosities, and the ‘‘rod-like’’ solid bones often begin to

become visible at a porosity higher than 70% (BV/

TV \ 30%) for trabecular or cancellous bones. This can be

explained by the findings of this work. The porous bones

adapt their microstructures for maintaining higher stiffness

by possessing a certain amount of solid bones. The critical

porosity of the structural conversion from observations
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anisotropic structure. b Predictions for both levels of anisotropic

structure (dz = 50% and dx = dy = 0)
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[13–20] is consistent with the model prediction, about

70%, as shown in Figs. 2a, b and 3a, b).

Moreover, the deterioration of cancellous bone structure

due to aging or disease is characterised by a conversion

from plate-like to rod-like accompanied with bone losses

[19, 20]. The predictions by the proposed model show that,

whether the stiffness increases or decreases with the solid

bone shape change from ‘‘plate-like’’ to ‘‘rod-like’’ depends

on the scale of porosity being greater or less than the critical

porosity. In other words, the elasticity of a porous bones is

determined by both its solid bone shape and porosity.

4.2 Model predictions

The power-law equation models, commonly elasticity–

density relationships, usually have limited applicability,

and the difference of predictions using the power-law

models from different sources is as large as several folds to

several ten folds [10, 39, 44]. Figure 4a shows a prediction

accuracy of ±50% using the proposed model with the first

level of isotropic structure and the second level of aniso-

tropic structure. With the incorporation of anisotropy of

dz = 50% at the first level of structure into the modelling,

as shown in Fig. 4b, the prediction accuracy is further

increased to ±30%. Moreover, from Fig. 5a and b, it is

known that the proposed model provides accurate predic-

tions for the range of the modulus for cortical and can-

cellous bones.

Therefore, compared with the conventional power-law

models, the proposed model has made marked progress. To

the author’s knowledge, this is the first time to use a single

model to predict the stiffness with reasonable accuracy for

all sorts of porous bones including cortical and cancellous.

4.3 Sources of prediction errors

Regarding the errors of measured data, a variety of sour-

ces—such as the test method, test condition, and the sample

shape and state as mentioned by [48]—are likely. For

modelling calculations at the first level of structure, the

solid bone shape variations and anisotropy of the porous

bones are the most recognisable sources; however, practi-

cally reliable techniques to quantify the solid bone shape

variations and the anisotropy are still very few [2]. In this

work, the solid bone shape of porous bones was supposed to

vary between the two boundaries, the SISS and 3P model

structures. A method to quantify the anisotropy at the first

level of structure was proposed based on the three-dimen-

sional average unit size difference. From Figs. 4b and 5a, b,

the predictions using the proposed model for porous bones

appear to be satisfactory. In addition, it may be promising to

further improve the modelling accuracy by quantifying the

fractions of plate-like and rod-like structures in a composite

structure.

At the second level of structure, one of the likely sources

of errors is that fixed values of geometric size, density, and

modulus of the components of solid bones were chosen in

advance for the modelling calculations. As were observed

recently, Young’s modulus and the geometric sizes of the

components vary within a certain range [37]. Therefore, it

is necessary to conduct further tests and observations in

order to obtain average quantities with a higher degree of

accuracy. Moreover, the mineral particles are essentially

anisotropic so it is important to accurately evaluate the

dimension numbers for the modelling calculations using
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Fig. 5 Predictions of Young’s modulus variation ranges for porous

bones with anisotropy dz = 50% and dx = dy = 0, compared with

measured data with apparent density provided. a Predictions of

maximum and minimum Young’s modulus at the proximal/distal

direction for compact bones with MR ranging from 0.40 to 0.85,

compared with measured data from [44] with porosity of 20–80%

(triangles) and measured data from [45–47] with MR of 0.45–0.8 and

porosity of 3–40% (squares). b Predictions of maximum and

minimum Young’s modulus for cancellous bones with MR ranging

from 0.40 to 0.80 compared with the data measured at each of 3

orthogonal directions of cube samples with porosity of 40–96% from

[38] (squares) and the data measured at the lateral/medial direction

with MR of 0.45–0.65 and porosity of 40–80% from [40–43]

(triangles)
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Eq. 18. In addition, the quantitative effect of water and lipid

contents on the modulus of the organic phase is still not

known [27, 34–36].

5 Conclusions

(1) A model with three compositional phases and two

levels of hierarchical organization was proposed for

predicting Young’s modulus of porous bones. This

model is based on the geometric similarity between

porous bones and metal foams, and encompasses the

microstructural variations and the anisotropy of two

levels of organization.

(2) The SISS model and 3P model were shown to represent

the two boundary models of ‘‘rod-like’’ and ‘‘plate-

like’’ solid bones respectively. It has been demon-

strated that the proposed model, including the SISS and

3P submodels combined with an anisotropic submodel

for solid bones, provides predictions of Young’s

modulus with high accuracy up to ±30% for all sorts

of porous bones over the entire range of porosities

compared with measured data from the literature.

(3) The stiffness of porous bones depends on not only the

solid bone shape (‘‘rod-like’’, ‘‘plate-like’’ or com-

bined) but also the porosity. Of the two submodels, the

SISS model has a higher Young’s modulus value than

the 3P model when the porosity is greater than 70%,

and a lower value when the porosity is less than 70%.

This may explain why the structural conversion of

trabecular bones from ‘‘plate-like’’ to ‘‘rod-like’’ often

occurs at a porosity of about 70% or higher (BV/TV

about 30% or lower) according to observations.
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